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Abstract
In this article we study locally compact abelian groups using the language of derived categories. We
define a derived Hom-functor on the bounded derived category of LCA groups with values in the derived
category of Hausdorff topological abelian groups. We introduce a smallness condition for LCA groups and
show that the category of such groups has a natural tensor product and internal Hom. Derived versions of
these yield closed tensor triangulated categories which may be of arithmetical interest.
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0. Introduction
In this work we develop further homological algebra methods for topological abelian groups,
mainly for locally compact abelian (LCA) groups. Already M. Moskowitz [11] has under-
taken the task of carrying over the classical theory of Cartan and Eilenberg. However, the
category LCAb of LCA groups is not abelian and has neither enough injectives nor enough
projectives, as Moskowitz proves. Nevertheless he manages to define Ext- and Tor-groups via
injective/projective resolutions in those cases where such resolutions exist. Subsequently Fulp
and Griffith [5] have studied extensions of LCA groups in the sense of Yoneda.
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abelian, a term introduced by J.-P. Schneiders [13] that permits one to form a derived category
with many of the usual properties. As to the lack of enough injectives and projectives, we sub-
stitute injectivity by the weaker notion of divisibility, and projectivity by the dual notion of
codivisibility. It turns out that these are just good enough to derive the Hom-functor (even its
topological version involving the compact-open topology) by first resolving both variables and
then introducing some explicit ‘correction term,’ which compensates for the fact that the objects
in these resolutions are only ‘almost acyclic.’
One motivation of this paper is to lay preparations for the subject ‘derived arithmetic algebraic
geometry,’ by which we mean that we look for a new base category in which the corresponding
algebraic geometry modelled on commutative ring objects will have an arithmetic flavour, cf.
Remark 4.5.
The structure of the article is as follows. Section 1 introduces the categories of LCA groups
and more generally of abelian Hausdorff groups, shows that they are quasi-abelian, and summa-
rizes the consequences according to [13]: they yield derived categories, and they naturally embed
into abelian ones.
Section 2 contains some structure theory of LCA groups, which may be of independent inter-
est: we observe that every LCA group has a canonical filtration of length three; this generalises
the canonical torsion subgroup of a discrete abelian group and the dual canonical subgroup of
a compact abelian group. We introduce a smallness condition for LCA groups, which we call
‘finite ranks,’ and which familiar examples like Q/Z, Q, R, Qp , Zˆ and A satisfy; their category
has a tensor product and internal Hom, as we will prove at the end of the next section.
Section 3 deals with topological analogues of the fact that divisible abelian groups are injective
in Ab; the corresponding statements in LCAb require much stronger hypotheses, and the proofs
are more involved. We also show topological analogues of the fact that every abelian group can
be resolved by divisible ones.
The main content of Section 4 is our construction of a derived Hom-functor: we obtain an
exact bifunctor from the whole bounded derived category of LCA groups to the bounded derived
category of abelian Hausdorff groups. The underlying abelian group of its zeroeth cohomology
gives the morphism group in the former derived category. We get a refinement of the known fact
that LCAb has cohomological dimension 1.
Restricting to LCA groups with finite ranks improves the picture further: we get a derived
version of the internal Hom-functor and thus by duality also of the tensor product. This en-
dows the bounded derived category of LCA groups with finite ranks with the structure of a
closed tensor triangulated category. We compute the resulting ring structure on the correspond-
ing Grothendieck group K0. Here all the places—Archimedean and non-Archimedean—of the
field of rational numbers Q appear. In a subsequent paper we will study this closed tensor struc-
ture, in particular its spectrum in the sense of Balmer [2]. Here we expect to see all these places
again and hope for connections to arithmetic.
1. The quasi-abelian categories LCAb and TAb
This text deals with locally compact abelian (LCA) groups, i.e. abelian topological groups
whose underlying topological space is locally compact, in particular Hausdorff. Standard exam-
ples are the discrete groups Z, Z/n, Q, Q/Z and Qp/Zp; the Lie groups R and S1 := R/Z;
the Pontryagin dual A∨ := Hom(A,S1) of any LCA group A, e.g. the solenoid Q∨; the profi-
nite groups Zp and Zˆ ∼=∏p Zp; the additive groups of p-adic numbers Qp and their restricted
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A := R ⊕ Afin.
LCA groups and continuous homomorphisms form an additive category LCAb; this is a full
additive subcategory of the additive category TAb of all abelian Hausdorff groups. If A is an LCA
group and A′ ⊆ A is a closed subgroup, then A′ and A/A′ (endowed with the induced topology)
are again LCA groups; similarly for abelian Hausdorff groups. In particular, each morphism f :
A → B in LCAb or in TAb has a kernel ker(f ) := f−1(0) and a cokernel coker(f ) := B/f (A).
We call f a monomorphism if ker(f ) = 0 and an epimorphism if coker(f ) = 0. The categories
LCAb and TAb are not abelian. For example, the inclusion morphism Q → R is a monomorphism
and an epimorphism, but not an isomorphism.
Definition 1.1. (i) A morphism f :A → B in LCAb or in TAb is strict if the induced monomor-
phism f¯ :A/ker(f ) → B is a closed embedding.
(ii) A complex A• of LCA groups or abelian Hausdorff groups is strictly exact if it is exact
and ∂ :An → An+1 is strict for all n.
This definition is taken from Schneiders [13], who more generally calls a morphism f in an
additive category with kernels and cokernels strict if the induced morphism f¯ : coker(ker(f )) →
ker(coker(f )) is an isomorphism. In the case of LCA groups, Moskowitz [11] and Armacost [1]
call such morphisms proper.
If a morphism f :A → B in LCAb is strict, then f ∗ :B∨ → A∨ also is. A monomorphism
(respectively epimorphism) f :A → B in LCAb or in TAb is strict if and only if f is closed (re-
spectively open); cf. [7, Theorems 5.26 and 5.27] for the latter. In particular, the composition
of two strict monomorphisms (respectively epimorphisms) is again strict; cf. also [13, Proposi-
tion 1.1.7]. By contrast, the composition of two arbitrary strict morphisms is in general not strict.
Proposition 1.2. If the commutative diagram in LCAb or in TAb
A
α
f
A′
f ′
B
β
B ′
(i) is a pushout square and f is a strict monomorphism, then f ′ also is;
(ii) is a pullback square and f ′ is a strict epimorphism, then f also is.
Proof. (i) If f is closed and injective, then
F :=
(
1 −α
0 f
)
=
(
1 0
0 f
)(
1 −α
0 1
)
:A′ ⊕ A −→ A′ ⊕ B
also is. But f ′ is obtained from F by dividing out the closed subgroup {0} × A and its image
under F , so f ′ is closed and injective as well.
(ii) If f ′ is open and surjective, then
F ′ :=
(
f ′ −β
0 1
)
=
(
1 −β
0 1
)(
f ′ 0
0 1
)
:A′ ⊕ B −→ B ′ ⊕ B
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surjective as well. 
This proposition means that the categories LCAb and TAb are quasi-abelian in the sense of
J.-P. Schneiders [13], so his results apply as follows:
Starting from the categories of bounded complexes Cb(LCAb) ⊆ Cb(TAb) and identifying
chain homotopic morphisms, we obtain as usual triangulated categories Kb(LCAb) ⊆ Kb(TAb).
A morphism in Kb(LCAb) or in Kb(TAb) is called a strict quasi-isomorphism if its mapping
cone is strictly exact. Proposition 1.2.14 of [13] states that the class of strictly exact com-
plexes in Kb(LCAb) or in Kb(TAb) is stable under extensions in the sense of [6, IV.2.10]. This
implies that the class Quis of strict quasi-isomorphisms is localizing [6, Definition III.2.6]
and also compatible with the triangulation [6, IV.2.1]; thus one obtains derived categories
Db(LCAb) := Kb(LCAb)/Quis and Db(TAb) := Kb(TAb)/Quis which are again triangulated due
to [6, Theorem IV.2.2]. See also [12, Theorem 2.1.8] for this quotient construction. We remark
that a priori it is not clear that these quotient constructions yield genuine categories in the sense
that the Hom object between two fixed objects is (isomorphic to) a set. This will follow in the
case of Db(LCAb) from Proposition 4.13(i), in the case of Db(TAb) we do not know it and just
note that there do not arise set-theoretic difficulties in allowing proper classes as Hom objects.
Definition 1.2.18 of [13] endows Db(LCAb) and Db(TAb) with (‘left’) t-structures, yielding
abelian categories LH(LCAb) and LH(TAb) as their heart. These are ‘abelian envelopes’ in the
sense that the natural functors I : LCAb ↪→ LH(LCAb) and I : TAb ↪→LH(TAb) are fully faithful
[13, Corollary 1.2.28]; their essential image is stable under extensions and subobjects, and it
contains the cokernel of I (f ) for a morphism f in LCAb or TAb if and only if f is strict [13,
Proposition 1.2.29]. According to [13, Proposition 1.2.32], I induces an equivalence of derived
categories.
We will sometimes identify groups with discrete topological groups; this defines a fully faith-
ful embedding Ab ↪→ TAb ↪→ LH(TAb). This embedding has an exact left inverse LH(TAb) →
Ab which we denote by A 	→ Adisc and which is given as follows: It sends each object A of TAb
to its underlying discrete group Adisc; since this preserves kernels of arbitrary and cokernels of
strict morphisms, it does induce an exact functor LH(TAb) → Ab by [13, Proposition 1.2.34].
2. Types of LCA groups and finite ranks
Recall that an LCA group A is a topological p-group (respectively a topological torsion
group) if limn→∞ pna = 0 (respectively limn→∞ n!a = 0) holds for all a ∈ A. According to the
Braconnier–Vilenkin theorem [1, Theorem 3.13], A is a topological torsion group if and only if
A ∼=∏∐p(Ap : Up) is a restricted product of topological p-groups Ap with respect to compact
open subgroups Up ⊆ Ap . Ap is uniquely determined as a closed subgroup of A; it is called the
p-component of A.
Definition 2.1. An LCA group A is
(i) of type Z if A is discrete and torsionfree,
(ii) of type S1 if A is compact and connected,
(iii) of type A if A ∼= AR ⊕ Atoptors with AR ∼= Rn for some n and Atoptors a topological torsion
group.
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because Hom(AR,Atoptors) = 0 = Hom(Atoptors,AR).
A is a topological p-group (respectively a topological torsion group, respectively of type A)
if and only if its Pontryagin dual A∨ is [1, Corollaries 2.13 and 3.7]; A is of type S1 if and only
if A∨ is of type Z [10, Corollary 4 to Theorem 30].
Proposition 2.2. (i) Every LCA group A has a unique chain of closed subgroups 0 ⊆ AS1 ⊆
FZA ⊆ A such that AS1 , AA := FZA/AS1 and AZ := A/FZA are of type S1, A and Z, respec-
tively.
(ii) f (AS1) ⊆ BS1 and f (FZA) ⊆ FZB for all morphisms f :A → B in LCAb.
Proof. (i) Existence: By the structure theorem for LCA groups [7, Theorem 24.30], A ∼= Rn ⊕A′
where A′ has a compact open subgroup. Without loss of generality, we may thus assume that A
itself has a compact open subgroup U ⊆ A.
Let AS1 ⊆ U be the connected component of 0; this closed subgroup of A has type S1. Let
FZA ⊆ A be the inverse image of the torsion in the discrete group A/U ; this is an open subgroup
such that A/FZA has type Z.
The open subgroup U/AS1 of AA := FZA/AS1 is compact and totally disconnected, hence
profinite; the quotient FZA/U is a discrete torsion group. Consequently, AA is topological tor-
sion, in particular of type A.
Uniqueness and (ii) follow from the observation that all morphisms AS1 → AA, AS1 → AZ
and AA → AZ vanish if AS1 , AA and AZ are of type S1, A and Z. 
For a general LCA group A, we put AR := (AA)R and Atoptors := (AA)toptors; we write Ap for
the p-components of the latter. For a morphism f :A → B in LCAb, we denote by f? :A? → B?
the induced morphisms for ? ∈ {S1,A,R, toptors,p,Z}.
Lemma 2.3. If 0 → A → B π→ C → 0 is a strictly exact sequence of LCA groups in which A
and C are both of type S1 (respectively both of type A, respectively both of type Z), then B is
also of type S1 (respectively A, respectively Z).
Proof. If A and C are discrete (respectively torsionfree), then B also is. This proves the case of
type Z. The case of type S1 follows by duality.
If A and C are of type A, then π(BS1) ⊆ CS1 = 0 by Proposition 2.2(ii), so BS1 ⊆ A and hence
BS1 ⊆ AS1 = 0 by Proposition 2.2(ii) again. This shows BS1 = 0 and by duality also BZ = 0;
hence B is of type A. 
Given a strictly exact sequence of LCA groups, what can we say about their types? The fol-
lowing sequences and their duals are examples of mixed types:
0 −→ Z ·n−−−−−→ Z −−−−→ Z/n −→ 0,
0 −→ Z −−−−→ Q −−−−→ Q/Z −→ 0,
0 −→ Z (
pn
1 )−−−−→ Z ⊕ Zp (−1 p
n)−−−−→ Zp −→ 0,
0 −→ Z −−−−→ R −−−−→ S1 −→ 0,
0 −→ Z (
n
−1)−−−−→ R ⊕ Z/n −−−−→ S1 −→ 0,
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0 −→ Q −−−−→ A −−−−→ Q∨ −→ 0.
Proposition 2.4. Given a strictly exact sequence of LCA groups
0 −→ A ι−→ B π−→ C −→ 0,
there are unique closed subgroups 0 = F0B ⊆ F1B ⊆ · · · ⊆ F6B ⊆ F7B = B such that the
induced subgroups FnA := ι−1(FnB) and FnC := π(FnB) are also closed and the induced se-
quences
0 −→ grn A :=
FnA
Fn−1A
ι−→ grn B :=
FnB
Fn−1B
π−→ grn C :=
FnC
Fn−1C
−→ 0
are strictly exact of the following types:
0 −→ type S1 −→ type S1 −→ 0 −→ 0, n = 1,
0 −→ profinite −→ type S1 −→ type S1 −→ 0, n = 2,
0 −→ type A −→ type A −→ 0 −→ 0, n = 3,
0 −→ type Z −→ type A −→ type S1 −→ 0, n = 4,
0 −→ 0 −→ type A −→ type A −→ 0, n = 5,
0 −→ type Z −→ type Z −→ torsion −→ 0, n = 6,
0 −→ 0 −→ type Z −→ type Z −→ 0, n = 7.
Proof. Uniqueness: Due to Lemma 2.3, F2B has to be of type S1, F5B/F2B of type A, and
B/F5B of type Z. Hence F2B = BS1 and F5B = FZB are uniquely determined by Proposi-
tion 2.2(i). Similarly, F1A = AS1 and F3A = FZA; thus F1B = ι(AS1) and F3B = F2B+ι(FZA)
since we require gr1 C = gr3 C = 0. By the dual argument, F4B and F6B are also uniquely de-
termined.
Existence: We put F2B := BS1 and F2A := ι−1(F2B), F2C := π(F2B). These are compact,
in particular closed, subgroups, and 0 → F2A → F2B → F2C → 0 is an exact sequence by con-
struction, so it is even strictly exact. Using the 3 × 3-lemma in the abelian envelope LH(LCAb)
of LCAb, it follows that the induced sequence 0 → A/F2A → B/F2B → C/F2C → 0 is also
strictly exact. Thus it suffices to prove the proposition for both sequences separately, i.e. we may
assume without loss of generality BS1 = B or BS1 = 0. Applying the dual argument in the latter
case, we may assume that B is of type S1 or of type A or of type Z.
If B is of type Z, then so is A, and C is discrete. In this case, F5B := 0 and F6B := π−1(FZC),
the inverse image of the torsion in C, defines a chain of subgroups in B with the required prop-
erties. This proves the case of type Z; the case of type S1 follows by duality.
Suppose that B is of type A. Then AS1 ⊆ BS1 = 0 by Proposition 2.2(ii), so AA is a
closed subgroup of A. The restriction ι :AA → B automatically decomposes into morphisms
ιR :AR → BR and ιtoptors :Atoptors → Btoptors which are closed embeddings because ι is. Thus
B/ι(AA) ∼= coker(ιR) ⊕ coker(ιtoptors) is of type A. So it suffices to prove the claim for the se-
quence 0 → A/AA → B/ι(AA) → C → 0; in other words, we may additionally assume that A
is of type Z. Using the dual argument, we may also assume that C is of type S1. In this situation,
simply F3B = 0 and F4B = B does the trick. 
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(i) finite Z-rank if the real vector space Hom(A,R) has finite dimension,
(ii) finite S1-rank if the real vector space Hom(R,A) has finite dimension,
(iii) finite p-rank if p · _ : A → A is strict with finite kernel and cokernel.
Definition 2.6. An LCA group A has finite ranks if A has finite Z-rank, finite S1-rank and finite
p-rank for all prime numbers p. FLCAb ⊆ LCAb denotes the full additive subcategory consisting
of all LCA groups that have finite ranks.
Note that A∨ has finite ranks if A ∈ LCAb has; so FLCAb is stable under duality.
Proposition 2.7. An LCA group A has finite ranks if
(i) A is of type Z and has finite Z-rank or
(ii) A is of type S1 and has finite S1-rank or
(iii) A is of type A and has finite p-rank for all p.
Proof. (i) Any LCA group A of type Z has finite S1-rank because Hom(R,A) = 0. If A also has
finite Z-rank, then dimQ(A ⊗Z Q) =: d < ∞; any given d + 1 elements a1, . . . , ad+1 ∈ A are
thus contained in a subgroup Zd ∼= A′ ⊆ A and hence linearly dependent in A′/pA′, a fortiori in
A/pA. Thus dimFp (A/pA) d < ∞; since p · _ :A → A is automatically strict and injective,
A has finite p-rank. This proves (i); (ii) follows by duality.
(iii) Any A of type A has finite S1-rank since Hom(R,A) ∼= Hom(R,AR) ∼= AR is finite-
dimensional. The dual argument shows that A also has finite Z-rank. 
Lemma 2.8. A topological p-group A ∈ LCAb has finite p-rank
(i) if A is discrete and pA := {a ∈ A: pa = 0} is finite;
(ii) if A is compact and A/pA is finite;
(iii) if and only if A ∼= A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ar with Ai ∼= Z/pni or Qp/Zp or Zp or Qp .
Proof. Z/pni , Qp/Zp , Zp and Qp have finite p-rank; the ‘if’ part of (iii) follows.
If A is discrete and pA is finite, then A ∼= (Qp/Zp)n ⊕ A′ for some finite group A′ by [4,
Chapter III, Theorem 19.2 and Example 19]; this implies (i) and by duality also (ii).
Let A have finite p-rank, and let Ators ⊆ A be its torsion subgroup. Using [1, Theorem 2.12],
we can find an open subgroup U ⊆ A with pA ∩ U = {0}; this implies Ators ∩ U = {0}, proving
that Ators is closed in A and discrete. Due to [1, Proposition 6.21], every direct summand Qp/Zp
of Ators is even a topological direct summand of A; splitting them off, we may assume that Ators
is finite. Applying the same to B := A∨, we may additionally assume that Btors is finite.
Then A′ := (B/Btors)∨ ⊆ A is an open subgroup of finite index such that p · _ :A′ → A′ is
strict and surjective. In particular, A′ ∩ Ators = 0 since the latter is finite; hence A′ is a locally
compact topological vector space over Qp , so A′ ∼= Qnp by [3, Chapitre I, §2]. Dually, B ′ :=
(A/Ators)
∨ ⊆ B satisfies B ′ ∩ Btors = 0; this means Ators + A′ = A. Altogether, we obtain A =
A′ ⊕ Ators, proving (iii). 
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ranks if and only if both A and C have finite ranks.
Proof. (1) The sequence 0 → Hom(R,A) → Hom(R,B) → Hom(R,C) → 0 is exact by [11,
Theorem 3.3], so B has finite S1-rank if and only if both A and C have finite S1-rank. The same
holds for their Z-rank by duality.
(2) Note that A has finite p-rank if and only if the kernel pA and the cokernel A/pA of
p · _ :A → A in LH(LCAb) are finite groups, i.e. are in the essential image of the finite groups
under the embedding LCAb ↪→ LH(LCAb); similarly for B and C. This essential image is stable
under extensions and subobjects according to [13, Proposition 1.2.29]; it is also stable under
quotients because every monomorphism in LCAb into a discrete group is strict. The snake lemma
in the abelian category LH(LCAb) yields an exact sequence
0 −→ pA −→ pB −→ pC δ−→ A/pA −→ B/pB −→ C/pC −→ 0 (1)
from which we see that B has finite p-rank if both A and C have; together with step 1, this proves
the ‘if’ part of the proposition.
(3) Suppose that B is discrete and has finite ranks. Then A is also discrete; its torsion subgroup
Ators has finite p-rank by Lemma 2.8(i) because pA ⊆ pB is finite, and A/Ators has finite p-rank
by Proposition 2.7(i) because it has finite Z-rank by step 1. Hence A has finite p-rank according
to step 2; now the exact sequence (1) implies that C also has finite p-rank. This proves the ‘only
if’ part for discrete B; it follows by duality for compact B . If B ∼= Rn, then A ∼= Ra ⊕ Zb and
C ∼= Rn−a−b ⊕ (S1)b by [7, Theorem 9.11], so both have finite ranks as well.
(4) Now let B be any LCA group having finite ranks. By the structure theory of LCA groups,
we can find closed subgroups B ′ ⊆ B ′′ ⊆ B such that B ′ is compact, B ′′/B ′ ∼= BR and B ′′ is open.
The sequence 0 → B ′ → B → B/B ′ → 0 yields an exact sequence like (1) with connecting
morphism δ : p(B/B ′) → B ′/pB ′ inLH(LCAb); here p(B/B ′) is a discrete group because B/B ′′
is, B ′/pB ′ is a compact group because B ′ is, and δ is strict with finite kernel and cokernel because
B has finite p-rank. Hence p(B/B ′) and B ′/pB ′ are finite; as pB ′ ⊆ pB is also finite, B ′ has
finite ranks. By duality, B/B ′′ also has.
Let A′ ⊆ A′′ ⊆ A be the inverse images of B ′ ⊆ B ′′ ⊆ B , and let C′ ⊆ C′′ ⊆ C be their
images. These are closed subgroups because A′, B ′, C′ are compact and A′′, B ′′, C′′ are open;
the induced exact sequences 0 → A′ → B ′ → C′ → 0 and 0 → A/A′′ → B/B ′′ → C/C′′ → 0
are strict for the same reason. By the 3 × 3-lemma in the abelian category LH(LCAb), 0 →
A′′/A′ → B ′′/B ′ → C′′/C′ → 0 is also strictly exact. Now step 3 shows that A′, A′′/A′, A/A′′
and C′, C′′/C′, C/C′′ have finite ranks; hence A and C also have finite ranks by step 2. 
Corollary 2.10. The category FLCAb is quasi-abelian, and the inclusion functors FLCAb ↪→
LCAb ↪→ TAb preserve kernels and cokernels.
Remark 2.11. (i) Following [11], we call an object I in a quasi-abelian category injective if
for every strict monomorphism ι :A ↪→ B in that category, the induced map ι∗ : Hom(B, I ) →
Hom(A, I) is surjective. Dually, we call an object P projective if π∗ : Hom(P,B) → Hom(P,C)
is surjective for every strict epimorphism π :BC. A standard argument shows that I is injec-
tive if and only if every strict monomorphism I ↪→ B splits; dually, P is projective if and only if
every strict epimorphism B P splits.
For example, R and S1 are injective in LCAb by [11, Theorem 3.2]; dually, R and Z are
projective in LCAb.
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category of topological p-groups that have finite ranks: It is easy to see that a morphism
A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ar → Qp with Ai ∼= Z/pni or Qp/Zp or Zp or Qp can only be surjective if its
restriction to one summand is an isomorphism.
By contrast, Qp is neither injective nor projective in the quasi-abelian category of all topolog-
ical p-groups; an example of a non-split strict epimorphism of topological p-groups onto Qp is∏∐
n∈N(Zp :p2nZp)Qp , (an) 	→
∑
n p
−nan.
Remark 2.12. (i) If A• ∈ Cb(LCAb) is strictly exact, then the discrete group Hn(A•
Z
) has finite
Z-rank for all n.
(ii) If 0 → A → B → C → 0 is a strictly exact sequence of LCA groups with A of type Z,
B of type A and C of type S1, then they all have finite ranks.
Proof. (i) The strictly exact sequence of complexes 0 → FZA• → A• → A•Z → 0 yields a long
exact sequence in LH(LCAb) which implies Hn(A•
Z
) ∼= Hn+1(FZA•). In particular, the latter is
in the essential image of LCAb ↪→ LH(LCAb), so there are closed subgroups B ⊆ Z ⊆ FZAn+1
with Hn(A•
Z
) ∼= Z/B . Since R is injective and projective in LCAb by [11, Theorems 3.2 and 3.3],
dim Hom(Z/B,R) dim Hom(Z,R) dim Hom
(
FZA
n+1,R
)= dimAn+1
R
< ∞.
(ii) A has finite ranks by (i) and Proposition 2.7(i); dually, C has finite ranks as well. Hence
B also has according to Proposition 2.9. 
3. Topological Hom and divisibility
We usually endow the group Hom(A,B) of continuous homomorphisms between LCA
groups A and B with the compact-open topology; this turns it into an abelian Hausdorff group.
The canonical bijection Hom(A,B) → Hom(B∨,A∨), f 	→ f ∗ is a topological isomorphism
according to [11, Corollary 2 to Theorem 4.2].
The bifunctor Hom : LCAbop × LCAb → TAb is clearly additive in both variables. It is easy
to check directly that Hom(A,_) : LCAb → TAb is left exact, i.e. preserves kernels; by duality,
Hom(_,B) : LCAbop → TAb is also left exact, i.e. transforms cokernels in LCAb to kernels in TAb.
Given A•,B• ∈ Cb(LCAb), we denote by Hom•(A•,B•) ∈ Cb(TAb) the usual total com-
plex of the Hom-double complex; a special case is the dual complex (A•)∨ := Hom•(A•,S1) ∈
Cb(LCAb).
Definition 3.1. (i) An LCA group A is divisible (respectively strictly divisible) if the map n ·
_ :A → A is surjective (respectively strict and surjective) for all n ∈ N.
(ii) An LCA group A is codivisible if A∨ is divisible.
Definition 3.2. Div ⊆ LCAb ⊇ Codiv and I ⊆ FLCAb ⊇ P denote the full additive subcategories
given by the following object classes:
Div = {D ∈ LCAb | D divisible}, I = {I ∈ FLCAb ∩ Div | IZ = 0},
Codiv = {C ∈ LCAb | C codivisible}, P = {P ∈ FLCAb ∩ Codiv | PS1 = 0}.
Note that Div ⊆ LCAb and I ⊆ FLCAb are stable under taking quotients; dually, Codiv ⊆ LCAb
and P ⊆ FLCAb are stable under taking closed subgroups. This implies in particular that codivis-
ible LCA groups are torsionfree.
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(respectively strictly divisible) LCA group, then ι∗ : Hom(A,D) → Hom(A′,D) is surjective (re-
spectively strict and surjective).
Proof. Given a morphism f ′ :A′ → D in LCAb, it can be extended to a morphism f :A → D
in Ab because D is an injective object in Ab. But f is automatically continuous: Its restriction to
every coset modulo A′ is continuous because f ′ is, and these cosets form an open covering of A.
This shows that ι∗ is surjective.
If A/A′ ∼= Z, then ι has a left inverse, so ι∗ is strict. If A/A′ ∼= Z/n for some n, then we can
choose an element a ∈ A whose image generates A/A′; this defines a pushout square
Z
·n
Z
·a
A′
ι
A
in LCAb. The left exact functor Hom(_,D) maps this to a pullback square in TAb; if D is strictly
divisible, then ι∗ is thus strict and surjective.
Since the composition of strict epimorphisms is again strict, the proposition is now proved
whenever A/A′ is finitely generated. In general, the definition of the compact-open topology
yields topological isomorphisms
Hom(A,D) ∼= lim←− Hom(A˜,D) and Hom(A/A′,D) ∼= lim←− Hom(A˜/A′,D)
where both limits are taken over all open subgroups A′ ⊆ A˜ ⊆ A such that A˜/A′ is finitely
generated; now the following lemma completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.4. Let a sequence of filtered projective systems in TAb
0 −→ (Aj )j∈J −→ (Bj )j∈J −→ (Cj )j∈J −→ 0
be strictly exact on each level j ∈ J . Then the induced sequence of limits
0 −→ A := lim←−Aj −→ B := lim←−Bj −→ C := lim←−Cj −→ 0
is also strictly exact in TAb if the projections bj :B → Bj , cj :C → Cj and the natural map
ker(bj ) → ker(cj ) are surjective for all j .
Proof. A is clearly the kernel of the induced map π :B → C, so we just have to check that π is
surjective and open. Surjectivity follows from the 5-lemma in Ab, applied to the diagram
0 ker(bj ) B
π
bj
Bj
πj
0
0 ker(cj ) C
cj
Cj 0;
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−1
j (πj (Uj )) and is thus a neighborhood
of zero for every neighborhood of zero Uj ⊆ Bj . But the b−1j (Uj ) form a neighborhood base of
zero in B; this shows that π is indeed open. 
Corollary 3.5. (i) For D ∈ Div, the sequence 0 → FZD → D → DZ → 0 splits.
(ii) For C ∈ Codiv, the sequence 0 → CS1 → C → C/CS1 → 0 splits.
Proof. FZD is divisible because D is and DZ is torsionfree. Proposition 3.3 allows to extend the
identity on FZD to a morphism D → FZD that splits the sequence in (i). The sequence in (ii)
also splits by duality. 
Next, we would like to prove that Hom•(C•,D•) ∈ Cb(TAb) is strictly exact for complexes
C• ∈ Cb(Codiv) and D• ∈ Cb(Div) at least one of which is strictly exact. Unfortunately, this is
not always true, as the case C• = [Q → A → Q∨] and D• = Q shows. However, the following
proposition roughly states that Hom•(C•,D•) is strictly exact if we avoid this counterexample
(and its dual).
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that C• = [0 → C1 → C2 → C3 → 0] ∈ Cb(Codiv) and D• = [0 →
D1 → D2 → D3 → 0] ∈ Cb(Div) are short strictly exact complexes; let furthermore C ∈ Codiv
and D ∈ Div be given.
(i) If Dn
Z
= 0 for all n, then Hom•(C,D•) ∈ Cb(TAb) is strictly exact.
(ii) If CS1 = 0, then Hom•(C, [Q → A → Q∨]) ∈ Cb(TAb) is strictly exact.
(iii) If Cn
S1
= 0 for all n, then Hom•(C•,D) ∈ Cb(TAb) is strictly exact.
(iv) If DZ = 0, then Hom•([Q → A → Q∨],D) ∈ Cb(TAb) is strictly exact.
Proof. (1) Suppose that there is an open subgroup U ⊆ D2 whose inverse image in D1 is zero.
Then D1 is discrete, and the map D1 ⊕ U → D2 is an open embedding. Proposition 3.3 allows
to extend the projection D1 ⊕ U  D1 to a morphism D2 → D1 that splits the sequence D•.
Hence (i) holds in this case; dually, (iii) holds if there is a compact subgroup K ⊆ C2 which
surjects onto C3.
(2) The functor Hom(_,D) is left exact; in order to prove (iii), we have to show that
ι :C1 ↪→ C2 induces a strict epimorphism ι∗ : Hom(C2,D) → Hom(C1,D). Since C•
S1
= 0,
Proposition 2.4 implies that C•
R
⊆ C• is a split exact subcomplex; thus it is a direct summand
in Cb(Codiv) because R is injective in LCAb according to [11, Theorem 3.2]. Splitting it off, we
may assume C2
R
= 0; then we can find a compact open subgroup V ⊆ C2. We factor ι :C1 ↪→ C2
into ι1 :C1 ↪→ V + ι(C1) followed by the open inclusion ι2 :V + ι(C1) ↪→ C2; then ι∗1 is a strict
epimorphism by step 1, and ι∗2 is so if D is strictly divisible by Proposition 3.3.
(3) Suppose that D is discrete or D = R or D = S1. Then (iii) holds by step 2, and (iv) also
holds: It obviously holds for D = R and D = S1, and if D is discrete, then D is torsion by the
hypothesis of (iv); hence Hom(Z,D) ∼= D ∼= Hom(R ⊕ Zˆ,D) topologically. Since Q → A is
a pushout of the natural map Z → R ⊕ Zˆ and Hom(_,D) is left exact, we get Hom(Q,D) ∼=
Hom(A,D) topologically as well. So (iii) and (iv) hold for these D; by duality, (i) and (ii) follow
if C is compact or C = R or C = Z, or more generally if C is a finite direct sum of these.
According to [11, Theorem 2.5], the latter is the case if C is compactly generated, i.e. generated
as an abstract group by some compact subset. Hence (i) and (ii) hold for compactly generated C.
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that every compact subset of C is contained in a compactly generated open subgroup C˜ ⊆ C.
Thus Hom(C,A) is the topological projective limit of the Hom(C˜,A) for every LCA group A.
Note that Hom(C,A) surjects onto Hom(C˜,A) for divisible A by Proposition 3.3, the kernel
(as discrete group) being Hom(C/C˜,Adisc) because C/C˜ is discrete. Since D1disc and Q are
injective in Ab, Lemma 3.4 applies here, completing the proof of (i) and (ii). (iii) and (iv) follow
by duality. 
Corollary 3.7. If C• ∈ Cb(Codiv) and D• ∈ Cb(Div) satisfy one of the following four conditions,
then Hom•(C•,D•) ∈ Cb(TAb) is strictly exact:
(i) D• is strictly exact with D•
Z
= 0.
(ii) D• = [Q → A → Q∨], and C•
S1
= 0.
(iii) C• is strictly exact with C•
S1
= 0.
(iv) C• = [Q → A → Q∨], and D•
Z
= 0.
Proof. (i) and (ii). Filtering C• by its stupid truncations and using the resulting long exact coho-
mology sequences in LH(TAb), we may assume that C• = C is a single object of Codiv. For (i),
we can furthermore decompose D• into short strictly exact sequences; note that each group ap-
pearing here is a quotient of some Dn and hence still divisible without Z-part. Now the previous
proposition applies.
(iii) and (iv) follow dually. 
Proposition 3.8. Let A be an LCA group.
(i) There is an open embedding A ↪→ D with D ∈ Div and D/A torsion.
(ii) If A ∈ FLCAb, then we can achieve D ∈ FLCAb in (i).
(iii) If A ∈ P, then we can achieve D = Qr ⊕ Rs ⊕∏∐p(Qrpp : Zrpp ) in (i).
Proof. (1) There always is a divisible abelian group D containing Adisc such that D/Adisc is
torsion, cf. [4, §24]. We call a subset in D open if and only if its intersection with each coset
modulo A is open in A; this makes D an LCA group containing A as an open subgroup, thereby
proving (i).
(2) Suppose that A ∈ FLCAb is a topological p-group. Then Lemma 2.8 reduces (ii) to the
special cases A = Z/pn, Qp/Zp , Zp or Qp , in which D = Qp/Zp or Qp does the trick. Under
the hypothesis of (iii), A is torsionfree; hence Zrp ⊆ A ⊆ Qrp for some r by Lemma 2.8, so
D := Qrp proves (iii) here.
(3) Suppose that A ∈ FLCAb is of type A. Writing AA ∼= AR ⊕∏∐p(Ap : Up), let Ap ↪→
Dp be the open embedding constructed in the previous step 2. Then D := AR ⊕∏∐p(Dp : Up)
proves (ii). If A ∈ P, then this D also proves (iii): It has the required form because any compact
open subgroup U ⊆ Qrp differs from the standard subgroup Zrp ⊆ Qrp only by an automorphism
of Qrp .
(4) Now suppose that A ∈ FLCAb is arbitrary. Let ι′ :AS1 → D′ := AS1 be the identity, let
ι′′ :AA ↪→ D′′ be the open embedding constructed in step 3, and let ι′′′ :AZ ↪→ D′′′ := AZ ⊗ Q
be the canonical map. Since D′, D′′ and D′′′ are divisible, there is a morphism ι : Adisc → D :=
(D′ ⊕ D′′ ⊕ D′′′)disc in Ab that respects the obvious three step filtrations and induces ι′disc, ι′′disc,
ι′′′ on the filtration subquotients. Since these are injective and their cokernels are torsion groupsdisc
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group topology for which ι is an open embedding, cf. step 1; then D ∈ FLCAb by Proposition 2.9,
which completes the proof of (ii).
(5) Finally, let A ∈ P be arbitrary. Let ι′ :AA ↪→ D′ be the open embedding constructed in
step 3, and let ι′′ :AZ ↪→ D′′ := AZ ⊗ Q be the canonical map. Due to Proposition 3.3, we can
extend ι′ to a morphism A → D′; its direct sum ι :A → D := D′ ⊕ D′′ with ι′′ ◦ π :AAZ ↪→
D′′ is injective with torsion cokernel because ι′ and ι′′ are, and ι is open because its restriction ι′
to the open subgroup AA ⊆ A is. Since D has the required form, this proves (iii). 
Corollary 3.9. Every A ∈ FLCAb admits a closed embedding A ↪→ I with I ∈ I.
Proof. Using Proposition 3.8(ii), we may assume that A is divisible. Then Corollary 3.5 yields
A ∼= FZA ⊕ Qr for some r , and we can simply take I := FZA ⊕ Ar . 
Corollary 3.10. (i) Every bounded complex A• ∈ Cb(LCAb) admits a strict quasi-isomorphism
f :A• → D• with D• ∈ Cb(Div).
(ii) The class Quis of strict quasi-isomorphisms in Kb(Div) is localizing. The resulting cate-
gory Db(Div) := Kb(Div)/Quis is triangulated, and the inclusion functor Div ↪→ LCAb induces a
triangulated equivalence Db(Div) → Db(LCAb).
(iii) Statements (i) and (ii) remain true if Div ⊆ LCAb is replaced by I ⊆ FLCAb.
Proof. (i) We construct f n :An → Dn inductively; as An = 0 for n  0, we can start with Dn =
0 for n  0. Suppose that . . .Dn−1 → Dn and . . . f n−1, f n are already constructed such that the
mapping cone of f has a strict boundary operator Fn :An⊕Dn−1 → An+1 ⊕Dn with ker(F n) =
im(F n−1). Using Proposition 3.8(i), we can find a strict monomorphism coker(F n) → Dn+1
with Dn+1 ∈ Div; the components of the composition An+1 ⊕ Dn coker(F n) ↪→ Dn+1 yield
the required morphisms f n+1 :An+1 → Dn+1 and ∂ :Dn → Dn+1. This constructs a strict quasi-
isomorphism f :A• → D•. If An+1 = An+2 = 0, then coker(F n) is already divisible, so we can
take Dn+1 = coker(F n) and Dn+2 = 0; thus we can arrange that D• is bounded above and hence
in Cb(Div).
(ii) Because the class of strictly exact complexes is stable under extensions in Kb(LCAb), it
is so in the triangulated category Kb(Div) as well; this implies that Quis is localizing in Kb(Div)
and compatible with the triangulation, so the localized category Db(Div) inherits a triangulation
by [6, Theorem IV.2.2]. The inclusion functor Div ↪→ LCAb induces a functor of triangulated
categories Db(Div) → Db(LCAb) which is essentially surjective by (i) and fully faithful by [6,
Proposition III.2.10] (whose hypothesis b2 holds here by (i) again).
(iii) Same proof, using Corollary 3.9 instead of Proposition 3.8(i). 
Remark 3.11. These results can be dualized in a straightforward way. For example, the class of
strict quasi-isomorphisms is also localizing in Kb(Codiv) and in Kb(P), leading to derived cate-
gories Db(Codiv) and Db(P) which are equivalent to Db(LCAb) and to Db(FLCAb), respectively.
Proposition 3.12. If A,B ∈ FLCAb, then Hom(A,B) ∈ FLCAb.
Proof. Using Corollary 3.9, left exactness of Hom(A,_) and Proposition 2.9, we may assume
B ∈ I without loss of generality; dually, we may furthermore assume A ∈ P. Now B is divisible
and has finite ranks, so n · _ :B → B is a strict epimorphism whenever n is prime; hence it is
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and 2.9, we may thus assume A = Q, R or ∏∐p(Qrpp : Zrpp ); dually, we may furthermore assume
B = Q∨, R or ∏∐p(Qspp : Zspp ). These special cases can be checked explicitly. 
Definition 3.13. The tensor product of LCA groups A,B ∈ FLCAb is the LCA group A ⊗ B :=
Hom(A,B∨)∨ ∈ FLCAb.
Proposition 3.14. (FLCAb,⊗,Hom) is a closed symmetric monoidal category.
Proof. Theorem 4.2 of [11] implies that A1 ⊗ (A2 ⊗ (· · · (An−1 ⊗ An) · · ·)) is for any
A1, . . . ,An ∈ FLCAb canonically isomorphic to the dual of the group of all continuous mul-
tiadditive maps A1 × · · · × An → S1, endowed with the compact-open topology. Thus we see
that (FLCAb,⊗) is a symmetric monoidal category with unit object Z; cf. [9, Chapter VII] for
the categorical terminology. Theorem 4.2 of [11] also implies that Hom(A ⊗ B,C) is canon-
ically isomorphic to Hom(A,Hom(B,C)) for A,B,C ∈ FLCAb, so our monoidal category is
closed. 
Remark 3.15. Extending this tensor product to more LCA groups seems difficult. For example,
we are not really sure what the tensor product of S1 and a discrete free abelian group of infinite
rank should be. One might try to restrict the tensor product to sufficiently small objects and then
ind-complete, but already the tensor product of S1 and Q = lim−→Z gives different answers in
FLCAb and in the ind-completion. However, passing to a derived tensor product might remedy
this problem, at least in this particular example.
4. Derived Hom-functors
Proposition 4.1. The left exact bifunctor Hom : FLCAbop ×FLCAb → FLCAb has a right derived
functor RHom : Db(FLCAb)op × Db(FLCAb) → Db(FLCAb).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.6 and Corollary 3.9 by standard methods; cf. [6,
Theorem III.6.8]. More precisely, Corollary 3.7 implies that Hom• : Kb(P)op × Kb(I) →
Kb(FLCAb) induces a bifunctor of triangulated categories Db(P)op × Db(I) → Db(FLCAb).
Given A•,B• ∈ Cb(FLCAb), we use Corollary 3.10 and its dual to choose strict quasi-
isomorphisms r :P • → A• and c :B• → I • with P • ∈ Cb(P) and I • ∈ Cb(I); then we define
RHom(A•,B•) := Hom•(P •, I •). This is a well-defined bifunctor of triangulated categories
Db(FLCAb)op × Db(FLCAb) → Db(FLCAb) by Corollary 3.10 and its dual; the functorial mor-
phism r∗c∗ : Hom•(A•,B•) → RHom(A•,B•) clearly has the required universal property by
construction. 
Examples 4.2. Table 1 lists RHom(A,B) for various A,B ∈ FLCAb. Furthermore, it is easy to
check that RHom(A,B) = 0 if A is a topological p-group and B is a topological q-group for
prime numbers p = q .
Remark 4.3. (i) Dually, the right exact bifunctor ⊗ : FLCAb × FLCAb → FLCAb of Defini-
tion 3.13 has a left derived functor ⊗L : Db(FLCAb) × Db(FLCAb) → Db(FLCAb); it is given
by A• ⊗L B• := RHom(A•, (B•)∨)∨.
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The complex RHom(A,B) ∈ Db(FLCAb) for various LCA groups A,B ∈ FLCAb
A B Z/p
n Qp/Zp Qp Zp S
1 R Z Q∨ A Q
Z/pn Z/pn
0→ Z/pn Z/pn 0 Z/pn[−1] Z/pn 0 Z/pn[−1] 0 0 0
Zp Z/p
n Qp/Zp Qp Zp Qp/Zp 0 Qp/Zp[−1] Qp Qp 0
Qp 0 Qp Qp 0 Qp 0 Qp[−1] Qp Qp 0
Qp/Zp Z/p
n[−1] Zp 0 Zp[−1] Zp 0 Zp[−1] 0 0 0
Z Z/pn Qp/Zp Qp Zp S
1 R Z Q∨ A Q
R 0 0 0 0 R R 0 R R 0
S1 Z/pn[−1] Qp/Zp[−1] Qp[−1] Zp[−1] Z 0 Z[−1] Q ↪→ Afin Afin[−1] Q[−1]
Q 0 Qp Qp 0 Q∨ R Q ↪→ Afin Q∨ A Q
A 0 Qp Qp 0 A R Afin[−1] A A 0
Q∨ 0 0 0 0 Q 0 Q[−1] Q 0 Q[−1]
(ii) (Db(FLCAb),⊗L,RHom) is a closed symmetric monoidal category as well. (To see that it
is symmetric monoidal, note that P is closed under tensor product and hence symmetric monoidal
by Proposition 3.14; since the resulting tensor product on Cb(P) induces that on Db(FLCAb), the
latter is symmetric monoidal as well.)
We denote by K0(FLCAb) the abelian group generated by symbols [A] for each A ∈ FLCAb
subject to the relations [B] = [A] + [C] for all strictly exact sequences 0 → A → B → C → 0;
this abelian group comes with an automorphism of order 2, given by [A] 	→ [A∨]. We write
[A•] :=∑n(−1)n[An] ∈ K0(FLCAb) for complexes A• ∈ Cb(FLCAb). Then K0(FLCAb) is a
commutative ring with multiplication [A•] · [B•] := [A• ⊗L B•]; this is easily checked to be
well-defined. The abelian group K0(FLCAb), the duality involution and the ring structure are
described explicitly by the following two isomorphisms:
Proposition 4.4. Let v run over all places of Q, i.e. v = p is a prime or v = ∞.
(i) Sending (rv, sv)v ∈ ∏v N2 to r∞[Z] + s∞[S1] + [∏p Zrpp ] + [⊕p(Qp/Zp)sp ] defines a
group isomorphism
∏
v Z
2 → K0(FLCAb) under which the involution [A] 	→ [A∨] on
K0(FLCAb) corresponds to the involution (rv, sv)v 	→ (sv, rv)v on∏v Z2.
(ii) Sending (rv, sv)v ∈∏v N2 to r∞[R] − s∞[Q∨] + [∏∐p(Qrpp : Zrpp )] − [⊕p(Qp/Zp)sp ] in-
stead defines a ring isomorphism∏v Z2 → K0(FLCAb).
Proof. (i) The given map on ∏v N2 extends canonically to a group homomorphism on ∏v Z2
which is obviously compatible with the involutions in question. Its image contains all divis-
ible discrete torsion groups by Lemma 2.8, so it contains all objects of P due to Proposi-
tion 3.8(iii); hence this map is surjective according to the dual of Corollary 3.9. In order
to prove injectivity, we construct a left inverse by sending the class [A] ∈ K0(FLCAb) of
A ∈ FLCAb to the integers r∞ := dimR Hom(A,R) and s∞ := dimR Hom(R,A), and rp := s∞+∑
n(−1)n dimQp Hn(RHom(A,Qp)) and sp := r∞ +
∑
n(−1)n dimQp Hn(RHom(Qp,A)); that
these are finite-dimensional vector spaces can be checked on generators of K0(FLCAb), and it is
easily verified for the generators that we have just obtained by proving surjectivity.
(ii) Using Examples 4.2, it is easy to see that this determines a well-defined ring homomor-
phism; its bijectivity can be deduced from (i). 
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Z/n for all n; the objects of E are called elementary in [11]. E enjoys similar formal properties as
FLCAb; in particular, we get a closed tensor triangulated derived category (Db(E),⊗L,RHom).
There are natural tensor functors
Db
(
Abfg
) i−→ Db(E) (ΦZ,ΦR)−−−−−→ Db(Abfg)× Db(R − Vectfd)
where i is the fully faithful embedding induced by the inclusion Abfg ↪→ E of the finitely gener-
ated discrete abelian groups, ΦR := R ⊗L _ considered as a complex in the category R − Vectfd
of finite-dimensional real vector spaces, and ΦZ is given by i(ΦZ(A•)) = RHom(S1[−1],A•).
One can check that (ΦZ,ΦR) induces an isomorphism of the Balmer-spectra [2], but is not an
equivalence of categories, e.g. because the induced homomorphism between the endomorphism
rings of the tensor units is Z → Z×R. Thus we think of Db(E) as the derived category of perfect
complexes on some kind of compactification of Spec(Z) by adding one point corresponding to R.
We expect that derived algebraic geometry in the sense of [14,15] modelled on an appropriate
version of Db(E) instead of Db(Abfg) should have an arithmetic flavour.
Our next aim is to extend the derived functor RHom to all of Db(LCAb). Here the main prob-
lem is the lack of enough acyclic objects, cf. [11, Theorem 3.6]; instead, we will use divisible
and codivisible groups—which are ‘almost acyclic’ by Proposition 3.6—and the ‘standard reso-
lution’ 0 → Q → A → Q∨ → 0.
Definition 4.6. Given complexes C• ∈ Cb(Codiv) and D• ∈ Cb(Div), we define RHom(C•,D•) ∈
Cb(TAb) to be the mapping cone of the composition pairing
Hom•
([
Q → A → Q∨],D•)disc ⊗ Hom•(C•, [Q → A → Q∨])disc ◦−→ Hom•(C•,D•)
where the complex [Q → A → Q∨] ∈ Cb(LCAb) is located in degrees −1, 0 and 1.
Here the tensor product is just one of complexes of discrete rational vector spaces (because
Q, A and Q∨ are topological rational vector spaces).
Clearly, this RHom is an additive bifunctor Cb(Codiv) × Cb(Div) → Cb(TAb) which respects
homotopies, shifts and mapping cones; thus it descends to a bifunctor of triangulated cate-
gories Kb(Codiv) × Kb(Div) → Kb(TAb). Furthermore, one has a natural duality isomorphism
RHom(D•∨,C•∨) ∼= RHom(C•,D•).
Lemma 4.7. The canonical restriction and projection morphisms
ρ : Hom•
(
C•,
[
Q → A → Q∨])−→ Hom•(C•
S1,
[
Q → A → Q∨])∼= (C•
S1
)∨[−1],
π : Hom•
([
Q → A → Q∨],D•)−→ Hom•([Q → A → Q∨],D•Z)∼= D•Z[−1]
are strict quasi-isomorphisms for all C• ∈ Cb(Codiv) and D• ∈ Cb(Div).
Proof. Corollary 3.5(i) implies that π is objectwise a split epimorphism, so its mapping cone
is homotopy equivalent to ker(π) = Hom•([Q → A → Q∨],FZD•) which is strictly exact by
Corollary 3.7(iv). The claim about ρ follows dually. 
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(
D•Z ⊗
(
C•
S1
)∨)[−2] −→ Hom•(C•,D•)−→ RHom(C•,D•)−→ (D•Z ⊗ (C•S1
)∨)[−1]
in Kb(TAb) which is functorial in C• ∈ Kb(Codiv) and D• ∈ Kb(Div). In particular, RHom(C•,
D•) ∼= Hom•(C•,D•) in Kb(TAb) if C•
S1
= 0 or D•
Z
= 0.
Proof. π ⊗ρ is a quasi-isomorphism from the tensor product complex in Definition 4.6 to (D•
Z
⊗
(C•
S1
)∨)[−2], so it is an isomorphism in Kb(TAb) by linear algebra. 
Theorem 4.9. The bifunctor RHom of Definition 4.6 induces a bifunctor
RHom : Db(LCAb)op × Db(LCAb) −→ Db(TAb)
of triangulated categories and a morphism s : Hom•(A•,B•) → RHom(A•,B•) in Db(TAb) that
is functorial in A•,B• ∈ Cb(LCAb).
Proof. (1) Let V be a discrete rational vector space, say in degree 0. By its very definition,
RHom([Q → A → Q∨],V ) is the mapping cone of the pairing
◦ :V [−1] ⊗ Hom•([Q → A → Q∨], [Q → A → Q∨])disc −→ V [−1]
which is a homotopy equivalence because the second factor is homotopy equivalent to Q by
Lemma 4.7; hence RHom([Q → A → Q∨],V ) is strictly exact.
(2) Let D• ∈ Cb(Div). Corollary 3.5(i) provides us with a distinguished triangle FZD• →
D• → D•
Z
→ FZD•[1] in Kb(Div). RHom([Q → A → Q∨],FZD•) is strictly exact due to
Corollaries 4.8 and 3.7(iv); since D•
Z
is homotopy equivalent to the direct sum of its cohomology
by linear algebra, step 1 above implies that RHom([Q → A → Q∨],D•
Z
) is also strictly exact.
Using [13, Proposition 1.2.14], this shows that RHom([Q → A → Q∨],D•) is strictly exact as
well.
(3) Let D• ∈ Cb(Div) be strictly exact; we claim that for all C• ∈ Cb(Codiv), the complex
RHom(C•,D•) ∈ Cb(TAb) is strictly exact. We prove this by induction on ∑n dimQ Hn(D•Z)
which is finite by Remark 2.12(i).
If this sum is zero, then FZD• ↪→ D• is a homotopy equivalence by Corollary 3.5(i), so
RHom(C•,D•) is strictly exact due to Corollaries 4.8 and 3.7(i).
For the induction step, suppose that there is a nonzero class γ ∈ Hn(D•
Z
). Lemma 4.7 implies
that there is a morphism γ˜ : [Q → A → Q∨][−n − 1] → D• in Cb(Div) such that the induced
morphism γ˜Z :Q[−n] → D•Z maps 1 ∈ Q to a cycle representing γ . Denoting by D′ • the map-
ping cone of γ˜ , we get a distinguished triangle
Q[−n] γ˜Z−→ D•Z → D′ •Z → Q[−n + 1]
which shows that the induction hypothesis applies to D′ •. Since RHom(C•, [Q → A → Q∨]) is
also strictly exact by the dual of step 2 above, [13, Proposition 1.2.14] completes the induction
step.
(4) The previous step 3 and its dual imply that the functor RHom of Definition 4.6 in-
duces a bifunctor of triangulated categories Db(Codiv)op × Db(Div) → Db(TAb). Given A•,B• ∈
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and c :B• → D• with C• ∈ Cb(Codiv) and D• ∈ Cb(Div); then we define RHom(A•,B•) :=
RHom(C•,D•). This is a well-defined bifunctor of triangulated categories Db(LCAb)op ×
Db(LCAb) → Db(TAb) by Corollary 3.10(ii) and its dual; the required functorial morphism is
given by s := r∗c∗ : Hom•(A•,B•) → RHom(A•,B•). 
Remark 4.10. The bifunctor RHom of Theorem 4.9 actually extends the bifunctor RHom of
Proposition 4.1; more precisely, both induce the same bifunctor Db(FLCAb)op × Db(FLCAb) →
Db(TAb). This follows from the fact that both induce the same bifunctor Kb(P)op × Kb(I) →
Db(TAb) due to Corollary 4.8.
Example 4.11. For arbitrary index sets I and J ,
RHom
(∏
I
S1,
⊕
J
Z
)
∼= RHom
(∏
I
Zˆ →
∏
I
Q∨,
⊕
J
Q →
⊕
J
Q/Z
)
∼=
⊕
I×J
Z[−1]
where the sums are discrete and the products carry the Tychonoff topology.
Definition 4.12. Extn(A•,B•) := Hn(RHom(A•,B•)) ∈ LH(TAb) for n ∈ Z and bounded com-
plexes A• and B• of LCA groups.
Note that Extn : Db(LCAb)op × Db(LCAb) → LH(TAb) and the composed functor Extndisc :
Db(LCAb)op × Db(LCAb) → LH(TAb) → Ab are cohomological bifunctors, i.e. fixing one vari-
able, they transform distinguished triangles in the other variable to long exact sequences. More-
over, we have a canonical duality isomorphism Extn(B•∨,A•∨) ∼= Extn(A•,B•) inherited from
RHom.
Proposition 4.13. For A•,B• ∈ Cb(LCAb), there is a canonical isomorphism
(i) Extndisc(A•,B•) ∼= HomDb(LCAb)(A•,B•[n]) in Ab;
(ii) Extn(A•,B•) ∼= lim−→ Hn(Hom•(A′•,B ′•)) in LH(TAb), the limit being over all strict quasi-
isomorphisms A′• → A• and B• → B ′• in Cb(LCAb).
Proof. In (ii), we might as well consider the limit over all strict quasi-isomorphisms in
Kb(LCAb); then this inductive system is filtered.
According to Corollary 3.10(i) and its dual, we may assume A• ∈ Cb(Codiv) and B• ∈
Cb(Div) without loss of generality, and it suffices to consider strict quasi-isomorphisms with
A′ • ∈ Cb(Codiv) and B ′ • ∈ Cb(Div) in (ii).
Given a cohomology class γ ∈Hp(B ′ •
Z
), Lemma 4.7 implies that there is a morphism γ˜ : [Q →
A → Q∨][−p − 1] → B ′ • in Cb(Div) such that the induced morphism γ˜Z :Q[−p] → B ′ •Z maps
1 ∈ Q to a cycle representing γ . Let B ′′ • be the mapping cone of γ˜ ; then the natural strict quasi-
isomorphism B ′ • → B ′′ • maps γ to 0 ∈ Hp(B ′′ •
Z
) by construction. This shows that the inductive
limit of the Hp(B ′ •
Z
) in Ab vanishes; hence the inductive limit of the Hn(B ′ •
Z
⊗ (A′ •
S1
)∨) in Ab
also vanishes. By Corollary 4.8 and the exactness of inductive limits in Ab,
lim sdisc : lim Hn
(
Hom•
(
A′ •,B ′ •
)) −→ lim Extn(A′ •,B ′ •)−→ −→ disc −→ disc
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of morphisms A′ • → B ′ •[n] in Kb(LCAb), so their inductive limit is the group of morphisms
A• → B•[n] in Db(LCAb); this implies (i). Furthermore,
Hn(Hom•(A′ •,B ′ •))disc
sdisc
Extn(A′ •,B ′ •)disc
Hn(Hom•(A′ •,B ′ •))
s
Extn(A′ •,B ′ •)
is a (pullback and) pushout square in LH(TAb) because s and sdisc have the same kernel and
cokernel in LH(TAb): This follows from the fact that kernel and cokernel of s in LH(TAb) are
discrete groups by Corollary 4.8. Using this pushout property, the inductive limit property in
question carries over from Ab to LH(TAb). 
Corollary 4.14. Extn : Db(LCAb)op × Db(LCAb) → LH(TAb) is a right derived cohomological
functor for Hn ◦ Hom• : Kb(LCAb)op × Kb(LCAb) → LH(TAb) in the sense of [16, Chapitre II,
§2, Définition 1.4].
In particular, we can consider LCA groups A and B as complexes concentrated in degree
zero, obtaining objects Extn(A,B) of LH(TAb). They vanish by construction for n < 0, and
Ext0(A,B) is canonically isomorphic to Hom(A,B) because the Hom-functor is left exact. For
n  1, the abelian groups Extn(A,B)disc coincide with the Yoneda-Extn-groups studied in [5];
this follows from Proposition 4.13(i) by standard arguments, cf. [8, XI.4]. Part (iv) of the follow-
ing vanishing result refines [5, part II, Theorem 2.9]; cf. also [1, Section 6] for related results.
Proposition 4.15. Let A, B be LCA groups and n 1. Then Extn(A,B) = 0 in LH(TAb) in each
of the following cases:
(i) A = Rn or A =⊕j∈J Z for some index set J .
(ii) A is compact codivisible, and BZ = 0.
(iii) A is codivisible with AS1 = 0, and B is divisible.
(iv) n 2.
(v) A is codivisible, and B is divisible with BZ = 0.
(vi) AS1 = 0, and B is discrete divisible.
(vii) B = Rn or B =∏J S1 for some index set J .
Proof. (iii) and (v) are consequences of Corollary 4.8.
Proposition 3.8(i) yields a strictly exact sequence 0 → B → D → D′ → 0 with D,D′ ∈ Div
and D′ a discrete torsion group; dually, there also is a strictly exact sequence 0 → C′ → C →
A → 0 with C,C′ ∈ Codiv and C′ profinite.
(i) Here RHom(A,B) is given by the complex Hom(A,D) → Hom(A,D′). If A = Rn, then
Hom(A,D′) = 0; if A =⊕j∈J Z, then Hom(A,D) → Hom(A,D′) is the Tychonoff product
indexed by J of copies of the open surjection D → D′ and thus also an open surjection. This
proves (i) and by duality also (vii).
(vi) Suppose first that A is a topological torsion group; then C and C′ also are, so
Hom(C,Q/Z) → Hom(C′,Q/Z) is surjective by Pontryagin duality. Since C′ is compact and B
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through finitely many summands of Btors ∼=⊕j Qpj /Zpj [7, Theorem A.14], i.e. through some
morphism (Q/Z)n → B . This shows that Hom(C,B) → Hom(C′,B) is a strict epimorphism;
since this complex computes RHom(A,B), (vi) follows here.
Now let A be arbitrary with AS1 = 0. Recall that AR is a direct summand of A; choosing a
subset of A whose image in the rational vector space AZ⊗Q is a basis, we can construct a strictly
exact sequence 0 → A′ → A → A′′ → 0 such that A′ ∼= Rn ⊕⊕j∈J Z and A′′ is a topological
torsion group. We have just seen that Extn(A′′,B) = 0, and Extn(A′,B) = 0 by (i); thus the long
exact Hom-Ext-sequence in LH(TAb) completes the proof of (vi). (ii) follows by duality.
(iv) If BZ = 0, then DZ = 0 as well, so RHom(C,B) is given by the complex Hom(C,D) →
Hom(C,D′); thus Extn(C,B) = 0 for n  2. As Extn−1(C′,B) also vanishes by (ii), the long
exact sequence in LH(TAb) implies (iv) in this case.
For general B , we construct a strictly exact sequence 0 → B ′ → B → B ′′ → 0 with B ′′
Z
= 0
and B ′ ∼=⊕Z (by choosing a subset of B whose image in the rational vector space BZ ⊗ Q is
a basis); thus the long exact sequence in LH(TAb) reduces us to the case B ∼=⊕j∈JZ. The dual
argument allows us to assume A ∼=∏i∈I S1 as well; in this case, (iv) follows from the explicit
Example 4.11. 
Remark 4.16. The functors Extn : LCAbop × LCAb → LH(TAb) extend canonically from LCAb
to LH(LCAb) because the embedding LCAb ↪→ Db(LCAb) does so, by the very construction
of LH(LCAb). However, part (iv) of the previous proposition does not extend to LH(LCAb);
its cohomological dimension is not 1, but 2. For example, let J be an infinite set, and let A ∈
LH(LCAb) be the cokernel of the natural map⊕J Z/p ↪→∏J Z/p, using the discrete topology
for the direct sum and the Tychonoff topology for the product. Then Ext2(A,Z/p) = 0, e.g.
because Ext1(
∏
J Z/p,Z/p)
∼=⊕J Z/p and Ext1(⊕J Z/p,Z/p) ∼=∏J Z/p.
Remark 4.17. The obvious fully faithful embedding Ab ↪→ LCAb sends exact sequences to
strictly exact sequences and hence induces a functor of triangulated categories
Db(Ab) −→ Db(LCAb). (2)
We claim that this functor is fully faithful: The induced map
HomDb(Ab)
(
A•,B•
)−→ HomDb(LCAb)(A•,B•) (3)
is bijective if A• = A and B• = B for discrete free abelian groups A and B in degree zero
because both sides equal HomAb(A,B), and it is also bijective for A• = A and B• = B[n] with
n = 0 because both sides vanish, the right-hand side by Propositions 4.13(i) and 4.15(i). Since
free abelian groups generate Db(Ab), it follows that (3) is bijective for any A•, B• ∈ Db(Ab), so
(2) is really fully faithful.
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